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Alcohol Ban – Pros and Cons
Description
Theme:
In July 2022, illicit liquor took the lives of more than 40 people in Gujarat state, where
manufacturing, sale, consumption, import and export of alcohol are banned.
Arguments in favour of the Alcohol ban:
When alcohol is available abundantly, the chances of drinking it will be higher. When
alcohol is banned, people will not have access to alcohol and hence they won’t get addicted
to it. Moreover, consuming alcohol can cause physical and mental health issues. So, the
alcohol ban can prevent this.
Many families are slipping below the poverty line due to heavy spending on alcohol. So, an
alcohol ban can save these families from the financial drain.
Alcohol addiction can often result in domestic violence. Banning alcohol completely can
reduce the domestic abuse incidents to a great extent.
Alcohol addiction do not just impact the addicted person but his/her entire family. Hence
alcohol ban can save many families.
Crimes and accidents under the influence of alcohol have become a common thing. So,
alcohol ban can save many lives directly and indirectly.
Arguments against the Alcohol ban:
Alcohol ban is against the right to eat and drink.
In the states, where alcohol ban is imposed, illicit liquor manufactured using toxic chemicals
is abundantly available. Most of the people who drink this are poor people, because they
cannot buy costly smuggled alcohol like rich people. As a consequence, in the states,
where alcohol ban is imposed, spurious liquor is taking many lives. Over the years,
several people died after consuming illicit liquor. Several others are facing severe health
issues.
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Use of drugs can also increase due to non-availability of regulated and safe alcohol.
Many people, who are working in the Alcohol industry will lose their jobs.
Facts:
As of now, some states including Bihar, Gujarat, Mizoram, and Nagaland imposed ban on
manufacturing, sale, consumption, import and export of alcohol. De-addiction centers were
opened in the states, where the ban is imposed.
A few countries including Yemen, Sudan, Somalia imposed complete ban on alcohol.
Social activists are divided over alcohol ban. A few social activists support alcohol ban to
prevent crimes, domestic violence and alcohol addiction. A few other social activists
mention that the alcohol ban will only rise the supply of illicit liquor and mafias.
Conclusion:
If alcohol ban is imposed, strict action should be taken against the suppliers of spurious
liquor. Moreover, there should be more de-addiction centers with sufficient human resources to
help the alcohol addicts. If alcohol ban is not imposed, awareness programs should be conducted
to make public aware the physical and mental health issues caused by the consumption of
alcohol. Availability of regulated and safe alcohol is much better than the availability of toxic and
illegal alcohol.
Your Turn…
Do you support alcohol ban or do you oppose it? Express your point of view through the
comment section below. And subscribe to our blog to read answers to the trending GD topics.
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